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Abstract

Rating and ranking of items are important parts of modern electronic
commerce. As a result, dishonest business owners are spamming the eco-
systems in return for favorable product rankings, while consumers can be
misled to purchase low quality products. To protect the interests of consumers,
it is a critical task to spot spamming activities and maintain ecosystem
health. Existing spam detection methods dichotomize the microscopic and
macroscopic viewpoints of the problem. On the one hand, microscopic methods
work on the scale of individual ratings and can be trapped in the ratings that
are less harmful to the ecosystems health, leading to sub-optimal allocations
of human efforts. On the other hand, macroscopic approaches focus on
the ratings that can manipulate the ecosystems in a larger scale. However,
the macroscopic signals they inspect can only be tangentially connected to
the most critical system health statuses, leading to hard-to-measure spam
detection outcome. Further, these macroscopic methods lack of a consistent
way to drill down to the microscopic scale and detect actual spams. To
address the above drawbacks, we propose a bi-level framework that unifies
both perspectives to pinpoint suspicious ratings that can affect the ecosystems
more directly and significantly, such that the limited human effort is allocated
to maintain the ecosystem health effectively and economically. The framework
revolves around the notion of ranking regularity. It first constructs a system
health signal from an approximation of ground truth ranking via aggregation
of multiple noisy crowdsourced rankings with minimal expert input. This
signal helps the framework drill down on critical regions where a microscopic
method can pinpoint suspicious individual ratings for human investigation. We
obtain promising experimental results on datasets from mainstream restaurant
rating websites.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the collection of user-generated reviews and
ratings on products and services has been an indispensable part
of modern business, ranging from travel and dining to mobile
apps. For example, customers of Amazon.com usually read
reviews written by other customers before making purchase
decisions. Clearly, business owners seek to have as many
favorable reviews and ratings for their products as possible,
and the fierce competition and huge revenue have driven some
of the business owners to resort to underhanded rating/ranking
manipulations. These manipulations can lead consumers to low
quality products and services, causing unsatisfactory exper-
ience and even financial loss. It is therefore a critical task
to detect such manipulated reviews/ratings and take proper
measures to protect the consumers.

Spotting manipulations on ratings and reviews has been
studied extensively, and existing approaches can roughly be
divided into two categories, depending whether they take a
microscopic or macroscopic view. Figure 1(a) shows these
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two different perspectives. Suppose ratings are grouped on
a daily basis, and two such groups of ratings are shown at
the bottom of the figure. From each group of ratings we
derive signals indicating system health status (e.g. a fair and
objective ranking of items), which are shown in the two boxes
in the center. The first signal says the system is running
healthily, while the second sounds an alarm. Microscopic
methods work on the bottom (review or rating) level, and
ignore the global health signals. In [16, 13, 12], they focus
on characterizing fake individual reviews/reviewers/ratings via
various behavioral and rating features. Though these methods
are proved to be effective, the identified spams might only
be tangentially correlated with the overall system health. As
shown in Figure 1(a), without a global picture, the microscopic
approach can find ratings (pointed by the red arrow) that do
not actually cause the alarm. In practice, almost every detected
review/rating has to be screened by human experts, which
are limited and expensive resources, and it is unrealistic for
every spam, detected or not, to get spotted and screened. As a
result, these microscopic strategies can be inefficient as they
spend the limited resources on the less critical spams and only
improve the ecosystem health (utility) marginally, as shown by
the green line in Figure 1(b).

Different from microscopic methods, macroscopic ap-
proaches aim at detecting high level signals (not involving
individual rating or review) of ecosystem health. For ex-
ample, the two Chicago restaurants topped on Tripadvisor list
(Figure 1(c)) only received 4 stars and were not top-ranked
on the other three popular rating websites. Such high level
false/biased signals must be detected. In [33], they take the
ranking perspective, and if an item is ranked too high in a short
period among other items, it can be a suspicious one. In [31],
they propose an algorithm to detect suspicious time windows
where a business receives much more positive reviews than
usual. However, these methods have the following drawbacks.
First, these methods fail to define a sufficient indicator of
health ecosystem status. For example, [31] adopts the signals
of bursts in ranking or ratings of individual items, which are
not directly connected to the overall ecosystem health (such as
the product rankings that decide the order in which products
are listed). Second, these methods are vague about how to
spot the actual manipulating ratings/reviews that caused the
detected abnormal system health statuses.

We propose a top-down bi-level framework that combines
the strengths of both perspectives. The goal is to optimally



(a) Flow chart of the proposed algorithm (b) Human effort and utility curves of
strategies

(c) Example of ranking and rating impression
of restaurants

Figure 1: Motivations of the proposed framework

allocate a fixed budget of human effort to the most critical
suspicious reviews/ratings. The number of spams is virtually
beyond the capacity of human experts, and the screening
procedure has to be stopped at a certain point, even there are
remaining spams, and we want to stop at a point where the sys-
tem utility is highest. The vertical line in Figure 1(b) indicates
the cutting point when human effort reach its capacity, and the
two curves represent two spam inspection strategies that end
up with different system utilities. The proposed framework
identifies suspicious reviews/ratings that lead to the fastest
increasing in utility (ecosystem health). Overall, the utility
of eliminating the identified spams should follow the “Law
of Diminishing Marginal Utility”, namely, after removing the
most critical spams, the utility gained from removing the same
amount of spams is decreasing until diminishes.

On the macroscopic level, we use ranking regularity to
monitor system health status: given a system ranking over a
set of items and the ground truth ranking, we can compute
the correlation between the two rankings. A low correlation
indicates that there can be certain manipulating activities such
that the current system ranking significantly deviates from the
true product ranking. On the one hand, putting a business on
the top of a list is the fastest and most economic way [18] for
a dishonest business to generate a large amount of revenues.
On the other hand, if the products are in a reasonable order,
then even there are some undetected spams, visitors are not
severely affected, and laborious expert inspections on subtle
reviews/ratings can be avoided. However, a single true ranking
is usually hard to obtain. We address this issue via supervised
aggregation of multiple less expensive crowdsourced rankings.

On the microscopic level the framework focuses on search-
ing suspicious individual reviews and ratings. To save human
efforts, this search is confined to the time windows where
the system ranking is flagged in the macroscopic phase.
Specifically, we adopt the Spearman’s formula of ranking
correlation, which measures how similar the items are ranked
in two rankings. A low Spearman correlation indicates that
there are items ranked much differently by the system ranking
and the estimated ranking. We retrieve the top few items

(businesses) that are farthest away in their positions in the
two rankings, and for each identified suspicious item, we
spot ratings that cause the large displacement in the two
rankings of that item. Human efforts can then be saved on the
remaining ratings as they either belong to items in good order
or do not cause ranking discrepancy of a suspicious item. The
proposed microscopic detection algorithm have parameters for
controlling the number of detected spams, which is determined
by the amount of available human effort. The contributions of
the paper is summarized as follows:

• We propose a framework to unify the macroscopic and
microscopic viewpoints to rating spams, with the capab-
ility of spotting spams that can directly and significantly
affect online commerce ecosystems.

• We propose an effective macroscopic measurement of
ranking system regularity. Though the implementation of
such measurement requires a golden ranking of all items,
we propose a more scalable and economic approach
via supervised aggregation of multiple non-expensive
rankings. We also propose various microscopic measure-
ments to identify suspicious individual ratings for human
screening.

• Experimental results on 3 real world review and ranking
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of
the proposed framework.

2. Preliminary

Traditional methods solve spam detection problem from
either microscopic or macroscopic viewpoint. Microscopic
methods mine certain characteristics of individual instances
of review, rating or reviewer, such as text features, rating
behaviors, etc. The goal of microscopic methods is to detect
and eliminate suspicious instances. Though these methods can
help clean up the ecosystem with the help of human experts,
the characteristics of individual instances may not directly link
to macroscopic system health status, such as fair rankings of
items or objective opinions. As a result, it is difficult to tell
whether one is inspecting the critical instances that are actually



Table 1: Notations

Symbol Meaning
U = {1, . . . , n} Set of items to be ranked

n Number of items to be ranked
⇡0 Ground truth ranking, a permutation of U
⇡̂0 Estimated ground truth ranking

⌧(·, ·) Kendall-⌧ correlation between two rankings
⇢(·, ·) Spearman-⇢ correlation between two rankings
d(·, ·) Distance between two rankings
K Number of base rankings

⇡1, . . . ,⇡K Base rankings
�1, . . . ,�m Rankings to be examined

P Markov transition matrix

manipulating the ecosystem, and how effective the current
spam elimination is working. Human experts can spend the
limited resources on the not-so-important spams and yet only
scratch the surface of the macroscopic problem.

On the other hand, there are macroscopic approaches [33,
31] that directly investigate the overall health status of the
rating/review system. By inspecting the system in a higher
level with aggregated statistics, it is easier to tell whether
the system is running healthily. More importantly, the limited
human effort is only charged for investigating the spamming
activities that are significantly affecting the ecosystem. As
there are always undetected spams (or at least one cannot
affirm the void of spams), while human effort is always
limited, macroscopic methods can save the expensive human
efforts for the most critical tasks. For example, in [31], they
used aggregated rating in a time window to monitor rating
of invidiaul items. If there is an alarm, their algorithm can
drill down to more precise positions that contains suspicious
activities, and human efforts are spent on a much smaller set
of suspicious activities that affects item ratings. The drawback
of this macroscopic approach is that the measurement they
adopted (burst of ratings) may not be directly related to the
more important ecosystem health status, such as the overall
ranking of items. Indeed, ranking more directly determines the
frequency of customers seeing an item. To resolve the issue,
in [33], the authors proposed to use the rankings of items as
health status of online stores. If an item’s ranking is boosted
frequently in a short period, this item is flagged as suspicious
and call for human investigation. However, both methods lack
of a microscopic view and cannot tell which individual ratings
or reviews are suspicious, as a result, human experts can still
be fuddled by a large volume of reviews/ratings.

3. The proposed bi-level framework

3.1. Macroscopic System health signals

There are various macroscopic signals of system health
indicating whether the system is significantly affected by
spamming activities. For example, the rank or average rating
of a product can be computed as aggregated statistics, and
if these statistics go up in a short period, there can be
suspicious activities underlying the product ranking or rating.

Though being effective [33, 31], these two signals have their
drawbacks, respectively, and we argue that the ranking of
all items is a more suitable and critical signal. First, the
overall ranking of all items is directly connected to customer
impression of the items. Therefore, product rankings are more
likely to be targeted by spammers, and irregularities in ranking
can directly affect customer decisions. Second, comparing to
the work [33], ranking of all items is a system-wide status and
tells much more of the story than the top-ranked individual
products. Third, comparing to product rankings, it is more
difficult to accurately measure the degree of irregularity of
a burst in aggregated rating (“how bursty is bursty”) [31].
Instead, we present a statistical rigorous approach to measure
the irregularity of product rankings.

3.2. Ranking regularity via supervised ranking ag-
gregation and ranking correlation

The regularity of overall ranking can be measured by the
correlation between current system ranking to an authoritative
ranking. However, there are two challenges. First, ranking
all products in an objective and consistent way requires a
lot of human efforts. For example, to score restaurants in a
neighborhood, experts are paid to visit individual restaurants
and then make their judgements. To ensure objectivity and
freshness, a single restaurant has to be judged by multiple
experts periodically, whose opinions are aggregated to obtain
the final score. Such a procedure is expensive and cannot be
scaled up to cover a wide range of restaurants. Second, one
may resort to product ratings obtained from the crowd, where
a large number of restaurants are rated from customers in an
almost free way. However, such rankings are not good candid-
ates for ground truth ranking, as previous studies [21, 16, 33]
revealed that spams can be quite pervasive in crowdsourced
ratings, and a single crowdsourced source can be too noisy to
be helpful.

We propose to aggregate multiple crowdsourced rankings
with a small amount of supervised information to address
the above challenges. Existing studies show that aggregated
rankings are more robust than base rankings [6]. Intuitively,
the idea of ranking aggregation is similar to the averaging
of multiple classifiers, and the averaged ranking can reduce
bias and variance of base rankings, leading to a better ranking
than the worst base ranking. However, obtaining an accurate
ranking for effective anomaly detection requires more efforts.
First, ordinary rank aggregations are unsupervised, and the
resulting rankings can perform just slightly better than the base
rankings, and the power of the constructed health detection
signals can be quite limited. Second, it is possible to query a
small amount of supervised information from the ground truth
ranking. For example, a budget may be allocated for a group
of experts to taste foods in a small number of restaurants, and
a partial order can be made available. Such partial ground truth
can be useful in guiding the ranking aggregation to produce
a much better ranking. In fact, incorporating supervision was
shown to be effective in boosting the power of rank aggrega-



tion [17]. In another perspective, supervised rank aggregation
can be seen as using multiple base rankings to reduce the
amount of supervision information needed for estimating the
ground truth ranking. This is what we need, as it is less
demanding to provide a small amount of pairwise product
rankings than to ask for a total order of all products.

3.2.1. Ranking aggregation. Formally, given base rankings
⇡1, . . . ,⇡K , a ranking aggregation algorithm produces a rank-
ing ⇡̂0 such that ⇡̂0 satisfies certain optimality condition. We
review some of the representative methods which also serve
as the baselines in the experiments.

Heuristic approaches BordaCount and median rank ag-
gregation [6] are based on positional ranks derived from
multiple base rankings. Specifically, item i can be assigned
a K dimensional vector B(i) = (B1(i), . . . , BK(i)) where
Bk(i) is the number of entities ranked below i in the k-th
base ranking. Then BordaCount assigns to the i-th entity the
L1 norm of B(i) while median rank aggregation assigns to
the entity the median of B(i). Finally the aggregated ranking
is obtained by sorting the items in descending order of the
assigned positional ranks.

MLE based approaches One can assume that there is
a latent variable that models the scores/ranks of the items,
while the observed multiple rankings are generated by some
generative model. Then the latent variables can be inferred
using an MLE approach [5, 3, 2]. The Bradley-Terry (BT)
model for rank aggregation is proposed in [3]. Let wij denotes
the number of wins of item i to item j:

wij =

KX

k=1

|⇡k(i) < ⇡k(j)}|

The log-likelihood of the BT model is

`(�) =
X

1i<jn

wij [log �i � log(�i + �j)] (1)

where � = [�1, . . . ,�n] are the scores of the items and can be
estimated using MLE. The aggregated ranking ⇡̂0 is defined
by ordering the items in descending order of �i, 1  i  n.
Note that the base rankings can be biased and affected by
spammers, it is natural to down-weight the less reliable base
rankings when inferring the underlying scores. For example,
[5] extends the BT model to take care of the uncertainty in
the base rankings.

Markov Chain based approaches This family of ag-
gregation algorithms is closely related to the PageRank al-
gorithm [6]. One can consider an item as a web page and the
event that “item j is ranked higher than i” as “node i links
to node j”. Then a hyperlink network G = (V,E) can be
constructed. V = {1, . . . , n} is the set of nodes. If j is ranked
higher than i, then eij = 1, and otherwise eij = 0. We can
construct a Markov transition matrix for the k-th base ranking:

P
(k)
ij =

eijP
l wil

(2)

Then the n ⇥ n matrix P (k) is just the transition matrix for
a Markov random walk. The base rankings are aggregated by
averaging their corresponding transition matrices:

P =

1

K

KX

k=1

P (k) (3)

The stationary distribution � for P> (i.e. � = P>�) is the
“page rank” of the items.

3.2.2. Supervised Rank Aggregation. In order to incorporate
any available supervision information to obtain a better estim-
ation of ranking of items, we adopt supervised ranking ag-
gregation. Formally, given base rankings ⇡1, . . . ,⇡K , and |L|
pairs of ordered items, L = {⇡0(i1) < ⇡0(j1), . . . ,⇡0(i|L|) <
⇡0(j|L|)}, a supervised ranking aggregation method produces
a ranking ⇡̂0 such that ⇡̂0 satisfies certain optimality condition.
Although there are some existing supervised ranking aggrega-
tion algorithms [17, 25, 1], we focus on an easy-to-implement
yet effective algorithm. The proposed algorithm is based on
the Markov Chain rank aggregation approach. We inject the
supervision information into the transition matrix P to obtain
˜P , as follows:

˜Pij =

8
><

>:

Pij if (i, j) 62 L, (j, i) 62 L,
1 if ⇡0(i) < ⇡0(j)

0 if ⇡0(i) > ⇡0(j)

(4)

The meaning of ˜Pij is that if (i, j) 2 L, then we are certain
about the order of i and j and Pij should be fixed as the su-
pervised information, and otherwise should be estimated from
the aggregated crowdsourced ranking. Next ˜P is normalized
to obtain a column stochastic transition matrix, denoted by P
with an abuse of notation. Finally, a ranking of the items can
be obtained by computing the stationary distribution of P>.

3.2.3. Signal construction Algorithm. The procedure to
construct the ranking-based health signal is described in
Algorithm 1. Assume that we are monitoring the health of
an online commerce ecosystem, where the ranking of items
in the system can be summarized on a daily or weekly
basis. The resulting daily or weekly rankings are denoted by
�1, . . . ,�m. In step 5-7, we compute the stationary distribution
(the PageRank of the items) using the power method. Each
iteration of the power method takes O(n2

) time for the product
P>�, which can be parallelized if n is huge. In step 10, we
compute the correlation between the aggregated ranking ⇡̂0

and each ranking of �1, . . . ,�m. These correlations serve as
similarity measures, and if �i has a low correlation with ⇡̂0,
then �i is more likely to be an abnormal ranking of the items.
There are two such measurements, namely, Kendall-⌧

⌧(⇡1,⇡2) =
2(c� d)

n(n� 1)

(5)

and Spearman-⇢

⇢(⇡1,⇡2) = 1�
6

Pn
i=1(⇡1(i)� ⇡2(i))

2

n(n2 � 1)

(6)



where c is the number of pairs of items that are concord-
ant/discordant (in the same/reverse order) in two rankings ⇡1

and ⇡2. The labels of the test product rankings can be obtained
by thresholding the correlations between the test rankings and
the ground truth ranking (step 8). The transformation that
follows computes the probability of �i being an abnormal
ranking p(yi = 1|�i) (step 9-11). Note that although we
describe the input of the algorithm to be a batch of system
rankings, it is clear that the current health signal p(yi = 1|�i)

can be obtained on the fly as the test rankings �i stream in.
This is a desirable property for the algorithm to deployed as
a monitoring scheme.

Algorithm 1 Ranking regularity based ecosystem health mon-
itoring

1: Input: Base rankings ⇡1, . . . ,⇡K , gold pairwise rankings L =

{⇡0(i1) < ⇡0(j1)), . . . ,⇡0(i|L|) < ⇡0(j|L|)}, system rankings
{�1, . . . ,�m}

2: Output: Estimated ranking irregularities p̂(yi = 1|�i), i =

1, . . . ,m
3: Construct the transition matrix P of the Markov chain as in

Eq.(4), using ⇡1, . . . ,⇡K and L.
4: � = rand(n, 1). # random vector of length n

5: while not convergent do
6: � = P>�
7: end while
8: Estimate the ground truth ranking ⇡0 by ordering �.
9: for Each �i do

10: si =Kendall-⌧(�i, ⇡̂0) or Spearman-⇢(�i, ⇡̂0).
11: p̂(yi = 1|�i) = 1/(1 + exp(si))
12: end for

3.3. Microscopic detection of manipulating rat-
ings/reviews

Having located the major regions (such as certain time
windows) where the system rankings deviate significantly
from the normal ranking, we propose a procedure to drill
down to a microscopic level and identify suspicious individual
ratings. Suppose � is an instance of system ranking that has
small correlation with the aggregated ranking ⇡̂0. Our goal
is to investigate any suspicious ratings that possibly cause
the detected ranking irregularities. We accomplish this goal
in two steps: firstly we find suspicious businesses that have
irregular ranks, and secondly we identify individual ratings
that are more likely contribute to such ranking irregularities.

In the first step, we drill down from the macroscopic ranking
irregularity to the abnormal rankings of individual businesses
via Eq.(6). Specifically, if the ranking correlation ⇢(�, ⇡̂0) is
too low, then the second term in Eq.(6) has a large value.
This large value can be caused by any of the summands
(�(i) � ⇡̂0(i))

2 in the numerator, which is the square of
the distance in ranking positions of a business in the two
rankings. Therefore, one should focus on the business that
have such large distances. The businesses that have close
ranking positions are less harmful as they contribute less to

the low ranking correlation. In the second step, we further
drill down to individual ratings for the identified suspicious
businesses, by identifying those ratings that contribute to
the large displacements of the businesses. In particular, the
ranking irregularity of a business can either be caused by
overrating (�(i) ⌧ ⇡̂0(i)) or underrating (�(i) � ⇡̂0(i)).
Therefore, we flag ratings that either overrate or underrate
that business accordingly. The algorithm is described in Al-
gorithm 2. Remarks: the parameters k and ` control the number
of suspicious ratings to be retrieved, and the larger these
two values are, the more suspicious ratings will be reported,
making the algorithm more sensitive to spams. In practice, one
can start from smaller values for retrieving the most suspicious
ratings for investigation. If time permits or the system ranking
still look abnormal, larger values can be used to find more
suspicious ratings.

The microscopic detection step described above distin-
guishes the proposed framework from previous works [33, 31].
In [33], they only identify suspicious businesses or items
using ranking, without identifying suspicious individual rating.
In [31], they identify suspicious extremely high ratings, which
are however not explicitly connected to anomalies in the rank-
ings of businesses. The proposed framework addresses these
shortcomings by starting from macroscopic ranking anomalies
and drilling down to suspicious businesses and ratings on the
microscopic level.

Algorithm 2 Microscopic Suspicious Rating Identification
1: Input: system ranking of items �, estimation of ground truth

ranking ⇡̂0. Parameters k and `.
2: Output: identified suspicious ratings S.
3: for Each business i do
4: Compute the displacement between the ranking positions of

i: di = (�(i)� ⇡̂(i))2.
5: end for
6: S = {}.
7: for Each business i in top k ones that have the largest di do
8: if �(i) � ⇡̂0(i) then
9: S = S [ the highest ` ratings for business i.

10: else if �(i) ⌧ ⇡̂0(i) then
11: S = S [ the lowest ` ratings for business i.
12: end if
13: end for

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental settings

Datasets We employ rating data of restaurants in several
areas, including New York City (NYC), Chicago (CHI),
Phoenix (PHX) in the experiments. The input of the frame-
work requires multiple product rankings, which are collected
from 3 popular rating websites: tripadvisor.com, yelp.com and
foursquare.com. These websites summarize user ratings to
assign a single score to each restaurant. We transform these
scores to restaurant rankings and thus the difference in the
scales of rating systems does not matter.



Table 2: Characteristics of Data

NYC CHI PHX
# of restaurants 79 76 77

# of ratings 12733 11175 8381
# of �i (m) 275 254 208

# of positive inst 90 37 94

We also need a ground truth ranking to provide supervision
information. Similar to the experiments in [23], we adopt the
restaurant ranking from Zagat.com as ground truth. Different
from the crowdsourced rankings from Tripadvisor, Yelp and
Foursquare, Zagat has a more reliable and consistent way of
restaurants evaluations. The validity of the Zagat ranking is
also recognized by New York Times as “a necessity second
only to a valid credit card” 1.

4.2. Macroscopic irregularities detection

On the macroscopic level, our goal is to identify time
windows where the system ranking deviates significantly from
the ground truth ranking. We crawl the ratings of the res-
taurants in the three areas from tripadvisor.com to evaluate
the macroscopic detection performance. The ratings are ag-
gregated on a weekly basis, and we order the restaurants
based on the average rating each restaurant receives in each
week. The resulting weekly restaurant rankings, denoted by
{�1, . . . ,�m}, are assigned ground truth labels as follows: we
compute the Kendall-⌧(�i,⇡0) or Spearman-⇢(�i,⇡0) where
⇡0 is the ranking from Zagat.com, and assign 1 (abnormal)
to �i if the correlation is less than 0 (negatively correlated),
and -1 (normal) otherwise. In this way, we created two sets of
labeled rankings with two ranking correlation measures. The
characteristics of the datasets are summarized in Table 2. Note
that although we have only hundreds of rankings for detection,
there can be tens of thousands of ratings that can potentially
be spams and need to be inspected by human beings.

Baselines We have two groups of baselines for ranking
anomaly detection. The first group of baselines use a single
crowdsourced ranking for the detection. Specifically, we have
rankings of restaurants from yelp (YLP), foursquare (FQ),
tripadvisor (TA). The second group of baselines use aggreg-
ated rankings (BT, CrowdBT, and BordaCount (BC)) for the
detection, as described in Section 3.2.1. The implementation of
BordaCount is straightforward. For BT, we adopt the R pack-
age “BradleyTerry2” 2. We implement CrowdBT according
to [5]. To make predictions using these single or aggregated
rankings, we follow step 10 of Algorithm 1 and construct
macroscopic detection signals for �1, . . . ,�m, but with the
estimated ranking ⇡̂0 set to the rankings obtained from the
baselines. Note that we have two different ranking correlation
measurements, thus when computing these signals, Kendall-
⌧ or Spearman-⇢ is employed according to which measure is

1. http://www.nytimes.com/1997/11/12/dining/zagat-s-new-york-survey-
entries-up-contributors-off.html

2. http://cran.r-project.org/package=BradleyTerry2

used to assign ground truth labels. The performance of the
proposed algorithm depends on the amount of supervision
provided, which varies from 20 to 200 pairs of randomly
selected gold pairwise rankings. We report the averaged per-
formance over 100 repeats of the experiments.

Macroscopic Performance Metrics We adopt AUC and
F1 score as our metrics, as these are standard for evaluation
in anomaly detection situations. AUC is the area under the
FP-TP curve, and the higher the better. F1 score depends on
two other metrics: recall and precision rates. Recall rate is the
percentage of discovered positive instances among all positives
(some of them may not be discovered), while precision rate is
the percentage of discovered positives among all discovered
instances (could include negatives). Intuitively, an anomaly
should be “discovered” for human inspection and we would
like the detection algorithm to assign a high score to a true
anomaly. Higher recall and precision would be more desirable.
However, one cannot expect both metrics to be high at the
same time as there is a trade-off between them. F1 score
considers this situation and takes the harmonic mean of recall
and precision as a single metric. To compute F1 score (also
recall and precision), one needs to predict the labels of weekly
rankings. We assign label +1 (-1, resp.) to a weekly ranking if
its correlation with the estimated ranking ⇡̂0 is less (greater,
resp.) than 0.

4.2.1. Macroscopic Performance. Comparing the baselines
The performance of two groups of baselines are plotted in
Figure 2 (best viewed in color). The figures on the first
(second, resp.) row use Kendall-⌧ (Spearman-⇢, resp.) as
ranking correlation measurement. We order the bars in each
subfigure such that the first three correspond to the first group
of baselines (single crowdsourced rankings) and the latter three
correspond to the second group (unsupervised ranking aggreg-
ations). From the figures, we have the following observations.
First, in all cases except the AUC metric in Figure 2(b),
the best baseline from the second group outperforms the
best one from the first group. For example, from the two
figures in the first column on the NYC dataset, BC (the
black bars) is the best method in all six baselines, under both
ranking correlation measurements. This observation confirms
that aggregating multiple biased and noisy base rankings can
be better than any single base ranking. Second, there is no
obvious winner in the second group. For example, in the two
figures in the last column on the PHX dataset, CBT, instead of
BC, outperforms the other methods with a large margin in both
ranking correlation measurements. In practice, there are many
cities and how to pick the right aggregation method becomes
an issue. This observation justifies the proposed detection
signal based on supervised rank aggregation.

Comparing the bi-level framework with the best
baselines In Figures 3(a) ⇠ 3(l), we compare the macroscopic
detection performance of the proposed framework (blue lines)
to the best ones from the two groups of baselines (green
and red lines), respectively. The first two rows of figures
are obtained using Kendall-⌧ as ranking correlation measure,
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(a) Kendall-⌧ (NYC) (b) Kendall-⌧ (CHI) (c) Kendall-⌧ (PHX)

(d) Spearman-⇢ (NYC) (e) Spearman-⇢ (CHI) (f) Spearman-⇢ (PHX)

Figure 2: Baseline Comparisons

and the latter two rows are obtained using Spearman-⇢. For
each ranking correlation metric, we plot the AUC and F-
1 performance metrics. We have the following observations.
First, with a small amount of supervision, the proposed method
outperforms all the six baselines. For example, on the CHI
dataset, only 40 pairs of gold pairwise rankings is sufficient for
an equally good AUC of the best baseline. To put this number
into perspective, one only needs to taste foods in

p
40 ⇡ 7

restaurants to obtain this supervision information, as one can
transform O(n) scores into O(n2

) pairwise rankings. Second,
with more supervision, the performance of the proposed bi-
level method goes up steadily in all metrics. This confirms
the desirable consistency of the proposed algorithm: so long
as the budget allows, superior detection performance can be
obtained almost surely.

4.3. Microscopic performance study

4.3.1. A case study. Previous studies [31, 27, 16] show
that it is a difficult task to conduct human evaluation on
a large set of suspicious reviews. Also in [13], they found
it difficult for human being to judge whether a review is a
dishonest one or not. Therefore, we demonstrate that on the
microscopic level, the proposed framework can find interesting
traits of spammers, providing cues as starting point for human
evaluation and input to other spam detection algorithms. The
upper part of Figure 4 shows a spotted review posted on Aug
21, 2008. The proposed framework spot this review since the
system ranking in the week of Aug 21, 2008 has negative
ranking correlation with the estimated ground truth ranking,
and the business for which this review is posted has the

largest distance in the two rankings. Specifically, among all 6
businesses, this business is displaced 4 places higher up, which
indicates overrating. By looking at the first review, it might
be hard to judge its nature. However, we check the reviews
written by the same account, and find out that, as shown in
the same figure, the same account posted many reviews on the
day (Jun 30, 2008) which is a strong evidence of spamming.
This example shows that the proposed framework can find
reviews that lead to the detection of more reviews during
human evaluation.

4.3.2. Sensitivity of parameters. We also demonstrate how
the total number of ratings reported by the framework varies
as the threshold of ranking correlation measurements takes
different values over the 6 year period. Here we use the
Spearman-⇢ as the ranking correlation. The number of reported
ratings is divided into two parts, namely, ratings that lead to
overrated and underrated businesses. The results are shown in
Figure 5. As can be seen from the figure, as the threshold
goes up, more and more weekly rankings will be flagged
as “far away” from the estimated ground truth ranking in
the macroscopic phase, leading to more ratings flagged as
suspicious in the microscopic phase. Note that although for
each city, there are about 1,000 reviews that need human
screening for all three cities over the 6 year period (about
3 reviews to screen per week), yet consider that there are tens
of such major cities in the world, the workload of screening
can be understated. However, this number is already a huge
reduction (< 0.33%) from the total number (32,289) of all
reviews in our dataset.



(a) AUC in Kendall-⌧ (NYC) (b) AUC in Kendall-⌧ (CHI) (c) AUC in Kendall-⌧ (PHX)

(d) F1-score in Kendall-⌧ (NYC) (e) F1-score in Kendall-⌧ (CHI) (f) F1-score in Kendall-⌧ (PHX)

(g) AUC in Spearman-⇢ (NYC) (h) AUC in Spearman-⇢ (CHI) (i) AUC in Spearman-⇢ (PHX)

(j) F1-score in Spearman-⇢ (NYC) (k) F1-score in Spearman-⇢ (CHI) (l) F1-score in Spearman-⇢ (PHX)

Figure 3: Macroscopic performance comparison



Figure 4: Example of spotted spams

Figure 5: Number of reported suspicious ratings

5. Related Work

Ranking spam detection Ranking spams refer to any
suspicious activities on the web to promote or demote any
business, product, services, etc. Typical examples include
writing undeserved positive or negative reviews, giving very
high ratings in a short period to restaurants, or create webpages
with many links to the promoted webpage to cheat search
engines, etc. [31, 16, 13] study spams that give undeserved
high ratings to products, where the suspicious objects are
reviews, reviewers, or products, but they do not study the
credibility of the whole ranking of products. [27] uses a tri-
partite graph to encode the relationship between businesses,
reviewers and reviews, and then suspicious scores of the three
types of objects can be derived using a random walk like
algorithm. In this view, their work also focus on the credibility
of individual objects instead of the whole ranking. [21] detects

groups of reviewers who write similar reviews, which have
nothing to do with rankings of businesses. In [19], they study
blog spams and propose an algorithm to block them using
language model. [14, 27, 30] study the detection of spams
in comments that reply to blogs or news articles. We have a
different point of view of suspicious activities from the above
existing works.

Rating calibration and estimation try to reveal the true
ratings of the items. In [15], they propose a reinforcement
framework to jointly infer the bias of individual raters and
the controversy of ratings in each items. The quality of the
ratings can also be inferred as a by-product. In [20], they
try to simultaneously find the unbiased comment ratings and
user bias using a reinforcement framework similar to that
in [15]. Interestingly, they also find that by incorporating
labeled information in their framework, the performance can
be substantially boosted. In [4], they propose a hierarchical
model to model rater reputations and the quality of comments.
Their method depends on textual features of the comments,
and thus is not applicable to our case. Overall, the above
methods can identify “good” and “bad” items, but do not
provide a macroscopic view of ranking systems. In [5], they
study the problem of finding “reputable” content sharers, who
are more likely to share high quality content. In [24], they
propose a framework to model and predict the “helpfulness”
of reviews. Similarly, the above work focus on the quality of
individual items and do not take the macroscopic perspective.
In [32], they focus on the problem of co-ranking contents and
users in Q&A sites. Their work does not study the bad reviews,
and thus is not comparable to our work here. The authors
in [26] focus on the information propagation perspective of
ranking and try to leverage the similarities of researcher works
to adjust the ranking of the authority of the scholars. In [9, 10],
the authors studied the quality of online videos in terms of
“longevity”, which is estimated based on time series of viewer
activities and can be considered as a “crowdsourced ranking”.

Rank aggregation is an important research subject in
machine learning and information retrieval. For example, in
meta-search, where multiple search engines can cover different
portions of the web while an end-user usually has multiple
criteria his/her search [1]. Two models that extends the BT
model is the Plackett-Luce model and Thurstonian model.
[11] provides an EM-like algorithm to infer the generalized
BT model. [8] models the rank distribution from a Bayesian
perspective and uses an expectation propagation to infer the
model. [29] considers the online inference of ranking. There
are some learning theoretical research on rank aggregation.
In [28], they study the sample complexity of rank aggregation,
namely, how many observations are needed to recover the true
ranking with high probability. In [22] studies the convergence
of various rank aggregation, including the BT model, rank
centrality model and BordaCount model. In [7] propose to
use matrix completion to handle the noise and incomplete
information in rank aggregation.



6. Conclusion

In this paper we propose a bi-level framework to effectively
and economically identify suspicious ratings that are more
likely manipulating the ecosystem’s health, such as overall
ranking and rating of the products. To save the limited human
experts’ resources to the most critical suspicious ratings and
reviews, the framework combines the macroscopic and micro-
scopic viewpoints that were dichotomized by existing spam
detection methods, and spots suspicious ratings by drilling
down from higher level of ecosystem health status to the lower
level of individual business and ratings. Experimental results
shows that the proposed framework is promising.
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